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Abstract
Transport authorities around the world have implemented a range of bicycle safety
measures (minimum passing distance, helmet law, speed limit of motorized traffic, use
of illumination equipment) to reduce the rate of crashes and thereby to enhance the
level of cycling. However, a comparative assessment of the impacts of such
interventions is rare because both the nature and time of interventions vary between
jurisdictions. This paper presents an explorative study of the safety outcomes of a
speed reduction policy in the Central Business Districts of two major cities in Australia
(Brisbane and Melbourne). The paper used police reported historical bicycle crash
data spanning over the period of 2006-2016 to evaluate the policy. Comparisons were
made between before and after the implementation of the policy within a city, and
between the cities using descriptive statistical analysis. Results show that the
reduction of speed limits was associated with reduction in crash rates. However, the
effect was more pronounced in Melbourne than in Brisbane. Challenges faced in
evaluating the safety effects of the policies and the need for future research to robustly
identify their impacts are discussed in this paper.
Keywords: Cycling Safety Policy; Speed Limit Reduction; Crash Rate; Crash
Severity; Longitudinal Analysis

1 Introduction
Strategies to promote cycling are increasingly being incorporated in the policy circle
around the world because of its multiple policy co-benefits (e.g. improved health,
reduced congestion and greenhouse gas emissions) (Daley & Rissel, 2011; Pucher et
al., 2010). The main issue plaguing the promotion of cycling is that it is inherently a
risky activity especially when undertaken within contemporary, car dominated cities,
where the provision of adequate bicycle infrastructure is not often present (Wardman,
et al., 2007). Cars and other motor vehicles present the largest threat to cyclists riding
on the roads (Appleby & Webster, 2016). As a result, the most widely accepted policy
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option to avoid the interaction between bicycle and motor vehicles is the protected
bike lanes. Protected bike lanes have been tested rigorously to judge their
effectiveness in deterring people from using the roads to ride their bicycles. A study
undertaken in New Orleans, Parker, et al. (2013) concluded that people would rather
ride on a protected bike lane than through the streets of the city (even though the latter
route is shorter in distance). However, despite bike lanes being effective at reducing
interaction with motor vehicles, it is inefficient and nearly impossible to integrate into
all existing dense built up areas due to space and cost requirements (Luo, 2015).
These limitations make it impossible to eliminate the possibility of interaction between
bicycles and motor vehicles. As a result, several surrogate safety policy measures
(referred to as road rules) have been implemented across the world particularly
targeting those who share a road. These road rules (e.g., minimum overtaking/passing
distance for motorists, mandatory helmet use by the cyclists) dictate the conduct which
must be undertaken by road users, both by cyclists and motor vehicles, in order to
preserve a civil and ordered road network free of crashes.
Road rules to protect cyclists have existed since the use of cycling as a mode of
transport (Appleby & Webster, 2016). While the benefits of cycling safety measures
have been well documented with regard to their effects on increasing cycling ridership,
there is an apparent lack of research pertaining to how such policies affect the rate of
cycling crashes. For these safety policies to be successful, they must satisfy two key
criteria: first, they must aim to have a material impact on the safety of cyclists; and
second, they must promote a perception of safety to the public (Hamann, 2013;
Chataway et al., 2014). This research focuses on this first criterion, and aims to provide
insights into the effectiveness of lowered speed limit policy on central business districts
(CBDs) using two Australian cities (Melbourne and Brisbane) as case studies. Section
2 provides a summary of the literature on different bicycle safety measures and their
effectiveness. The data and method applied to address the research objective is
discussed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the results of this study. The key findings
of this study are discussed in policy terms in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this study.

2 Effects of bicycle safety measures (road rules)
This review focuses on the effectiveness of five key bicycle safety measures: the use
of shared path, the use of illumination equipement on bicycles, mandatory use of
helmet, vehicular speed reduction, and minimum passing distance.
Due to the size and speed differences between motor vehicles and bicycles, cyclists
possess a far greater potential to be injured or killed compared to people occupying
motor vehicles (Appleby & Webster, 2016). This is especially apparent around large
intersections, along roads with tram lines and within a close proximity to shopping
centers and entertainment precincts (Vandenbulcke, et al., 2014). While there is less
risk commonly associated with riding on a footpath or shared use path, this does not
necessarily mean that all dangers do not exist. The risk of collision with pedestrians
and other cyclists is still present when riding in such environments. In fact, a higher
proportion of cycling related incidents occurs in such environments (albeit the injury
severity is low) in comparison to cycling on-road (de Rome, et al., 2014).
The visibility of cyclists also appears to be a major concern in the safety literature.
Poor visibility can result in an increase in the likelihood of crashes as well as injury
severity (Kim et al., 2007). Studies have shown that night time lighting and heavy
rain/fog doubles the likelihood of fatalities occurring as a result of collisions. The poor
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visibility in these conditions impairs the reaction time available to road users, leading
to collisions at greater speeds and thus causing more severe injuries.
Countermeasures which have been suggested to combat this problem not only include
the provision of more effective street lighting but also encouraging the use of
illumination equipment on bicycles, such as lights and reflectors (Kim et al., 2007,
Wood et al., 2009).
The effects of mandatory helmet policy have been studied by some researchers. They
found that helmets are an excellent measure to reduce the severity of cycling crashes,
often reducing the severity of a crash from potentially fatal to a mere minor injury
(Franklyn, 2010; Bateman-House, 2014). It is also to be noted here that the use of
helmets is a preventative measure for reducing injury when crash occurs – not to
prevent crashes. The primary goal of cycling safety policies should be more proactive
to reduce the overall rates of crashes.
Limiting speed for vehicular traffic is a commonly applied road rule to safeguard
cyclists. An example of such a strategy can best be seen in northern European
countries where the implementation of lower average speed limits (<30km/h) of the
roads offer a much safer environment for cyclists, resulting in a lower likelihood of
bicycle crashes, when compared to roads seen in other countries such as in Australia
(~60km/h) (Pucher et al., 2011). The severity of injuries is also intrinsically linked to
speed limit. As the maximum allowable speed of a road increases so does the
probability of more serious injuries such as hospitalizations and fatalities (IsakssonHellman, 2012). This risk is even further increased when speeding is a contributing
factor of crashes, both on the part of the cyclist and motorist, leading to a possible
tripling of the likelihood for a fatality to occur (Kim et al., 2007).
Minimum passing distance, the distance between motor vehicles and bicycles while
overtaking, is a road rule recently being implemented across many cities (Love et al.,
2012; Walker, 2007; Debnath et al., 2018). Transport for London (2005) reported that
bicycle collisions that were most conducive to result in fatalities were those that took
place during overtaking maneuvers. As such, many countries including Australia,
France, Spain and the United States, have enacted safety measures mandating that
certain safe passing distances must be maintained between motor vehicles and
bicycles (Love et al., 2012; Schramm et al., 2016). These distances can range
between 1m to 1.5m. However, despite being obligated by law, motorists were found
to be non-compliant with the law in Baltimore, US, (Love et al., 2012) and Queensland,
Australia (Debnath et al., 2018).
The above review clearly suggests that despite few studies have investigated the
compliance of road rules in different contexts, their effects on actually reducing the
number of crashes is an understudied topic. In addition, most often studies
investigated their effects in a narrow context and rarely evaluated the effects across
different jurisdictions which limit the validity of findings.

3 Method
The aim of this study is to evaluate the effects of lowered speed limits on crash rates.
To address the aim, the study used Melbourne and Brisbane— the capital cities of
Victoria and Queensland respectively. The CBDs of these cities were selected to the
study the impacts of the policy due to their contemporariness of introducing the policy.
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3.1 Study contexts and related road rules
Various policies are being implemented to increase the level of cycling in Australia. A
nationwide survey by Austroads (2017) in Australia revealed that about 16% of the
Australian population rode bicycles every week in 2017 (22% rode at least once in a
month). Australia is divided into six states and two territories and the responsibility to
provide an adequate riding environment and implement safety measures falls on the
state/territory governments. As a result, it is possible that some policies are only
applicable in certain states.
Australia is the first country in the world to implement mandatory bicycle helmet laws,
which require all bicycle riders to wear an approved bicycle helmet and securely fasten
it on the rider’s head. Studies have shown that more than 98% cyclists obey this rule
(Debnath et al., 2016). Minimum passing distance laws in Australia, which require
motorists overtaking a cyclist to maintain at least 1m lateral gap on 60 km/h (or lower)
roads and at least 1.5m on 70 km/h (or higher) roads, have also been identified as
effective measures (Schramm et al., 2016). Some Australian states have lowered
speed limits across most streets in their CBDs to reduce crash occurrence and the
severity of crashes. Similarly, policies on mandatory use of bicycle lighting and
reflective equipment have been implemented to make cyclists more conspicuous in
the road environment. Policies around the development and upgrading of cycling
infrastructures (e.g., bicycle lanes, paths, cyclist friendly pavement markers etc.) have
also been implemented across Australia. Some of the Australian states saw the policy
implementations with accompanying education campaigns and road rules changes
(Queensland Parliament, 2013). While many of the policies and changes have been
the subject of research, limited research has been conducted on evaluating the
lowered speed limit in the CBDs.
This research carefully selected Melbourne and Brisbane as the case study areas
because of their common policies on speed reduction within the CBD settings. The
policies were also implemented within a short time gap between the cities which are
likely to provide unbiased comparison. A reduction to the posted speed limits on CBD
streets was introduced in response to a number of pedestrian and cyclist fatalities
within the CBD of Brisbane and Melbourne. In Brisbane, the measure was introduced
in October 2009, lowering the speed limit of all street, except Ann and Turbot Streets,
to 40km/h. Three years later, in October 2012, Melbourne also adopted the same
measure across all CBD streets. The study locations allow cycling almost all months
in a year. About 17% of Melbourne’s 4.9M inhabitants and 14% of Brisbane’s 2.4M
inhabitants ride a bicycle at least once in a week (Austroads, 2017).

3.2 Crash and exposure data
To derive bicycle crash rates at a given circumstance or location, two types of data
are needed: number of cyclist-involved crashes, and a measure of exposure to the
crashes. Crash numbers were obtained from the police-reported crash databases
maintained by the respective state transport authorities in Queensland and Victoria.
The crash data sets have a variety of information related to crash occurrence, its
factors, characteristics of vehicles and road users involved etc. The data sets contain
information about all type of crashes. This study extracted only those crashes in which
at least one cyclist was involved.
To compare the safety impacts of the cycling policies in terms of the risk of crashes, it
is important to carefully select appropriate exposure data (Christie et al., 2007). A
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review of the various types of exposure data used in cycling safety research shows
that studies primarily used bicycle volumes, distance ridden, and time ridden as
exposure data (Vanparijs et al., 2015). While such exposure data have been reported
to be useful, they are often available only for specific site., In the context of this study,
such exposure data were not available, and therefore, alternative measures of
exposure were considered. As the policies studied in this research are related to large
areas (two major cities in Australia), a general measure of the number of cyclists in
the two cities was first considered to use as exposure data. The National Cycling
Participation Survey of Australia reports cycling participation rate as a proportion of
the population size in an area which could be used to obtain the number of cyclists in
the two cities. This survey collected data every two years since 2011, therefore, no
data sets were available before the implementation of the 40 km/h limit in Brisbane
CBD. In addition, the survey reported that cycling participation in the Queensland and
Victoria states did not vary markedly (varied between 17% and 20% of population size
during 2011-2017). Since the cycling participation rates were relatively consistent and
that cycling participation rates prior to 2011 was not available, population size was
used as an exposure measure in this research. While population size was used in the
absence of more appropriate exposure data, it is noted that population size may not
be the ideal exposure measure for analysing cycling safety. Historical population data
sets were obtained from Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS, 2017) to obtain the
crash rates per population units in the studied locations. The Greater Capital City
Statistical Area structure (ABS, 2019) was used to obtain the population data for the
two cities.
Data spanning at least three years prior to and following the introduction the policy
measure were secured in order to allow sufficient elapse time for any noticeable
changes in the crash rates. As a result, crash data for 2006-2016 were considered in
this study because the speed reduction policy was implemented in 2009 in Brisbane.
Given the data sets contain all types of crashes across the states, only the data
relevant to the research objectives were extracted. For example, the crashes that
occurred within the CBD settings of Brisbane and Melbourne and involved at least one
cyclist were extracted to study the effects of reducing speed limits.
Using the population size of the analysed locations, crash rates were obtained for each
subset of the crash data sets. Trends in the crash rates were observed and compared
with respect to the introduction of the policies analysed. In addition to crash rates, the
crash severity distributions were also analysed.

4 Results
Prior to comparing the crash rates before and after the implementation of the speed
limit reduction policy, the population size and crash counts in the two cities are
analysed (see Figure 1 and 2). While the population steadily increased in both cities,
no clear patterns were observed in the crash counts. During the study period between
2006 and 2016, 416 and 216 bicycle-involved crashes occurred in the CBD areas of
Melbourne and Brisbane, respectively. Yearly crash counts fluctuated between 24 and
47 in Melbourne and between 7 and 22 in Brisbane.
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Figure 1: Yearly population and crash counts in Brisbane
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Figure 2: Yearly population and crash counts in Melbourne
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Figure 3 presents the yearly distributions of the crash rates per 1,000,000 inhabitants.
Note that the trend lines presented in the figure were produced based on the ‘before’
data and were projected to the ‘after’ period to allow visual comparison against the
actual ‘after’ data. These linear trend lines showed a higher R2 value for Melbourne
than Brisbane, partly due to longer time period considered for Melbourne (7 years vs
4 years for Brisbane) and variability between years. The relatively small R2 values also
suggest that it is not desirable to derive conclusions based on the projected trend lines.
Within Brisbane no persistent reduction in overall bicycle crash rate has been
observed. Prior to the change in speed limit in 2009, the yearly occurrence rate of
bicycle crashes was 7.7 per 1,000,000 inhabitants. Within the first three years after its
introduction, a downward trend was observed resulting in a reduction of the crash rate
to 4.4 crashes per 1,000,000 inhabitants in 2012. However, since this initial reduction,
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the rate of crashes fluctuated heavily. Both 2013 and 2015 experienced higher overall
crash rates well above the rates prior to the change in speed limit, at 9.3 and 12.0
crashes per 1,000,000 inhabitants, respectively.
On the other hand, within Melbourne a notable reduction in crash rate was observed
after the changes in speed limit in 2012. Prior to the change in 2012, the crash rate
was 12 crashes per 1,000,000 inhabitants. One year after the implementation in 2013,
a 33% reduction was observed to approximately 8 crashes per 1,000,000 inhabitants.
In the years following, the rate increased slightly, however, has since fallen further to
6 crashes per 1,000,000 inhabitants, netting an overall reduction in bicycle crash rate,
since the lowering of CBD speed limits, by 50%.
Figure 3: Yearly crash rates per 1,000,000 population in Brisbane and Melbourne CBDs
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Figure 4 outlines the severity of crashes before and after the policy was introduced. In
Brisbane, the general trends observed within the data were similar to the total crash
rate mentioned previously. The rate of minor injuries experienced a small decrease in
occurrence immediately after the implementation of the policy and then abrupt
changes were observed in the trend. In contrast, little effect was evident in the
hospitalizations and fatal injuries.
In Melbourne, after the policy implementation, no reduction in the rate of minor injuries
initially occurred, remaining at about 6.0 crashes per 1,000,000 inhabitants until 2016,
where it fell to 4.8 crashes. Contrarily, the rate of hospitalizations fell by 60% from 3.2
to 1.2 crashes per 1,000,000 inhabitants in 2013, immediately after the
implementation, where it has remained stable since after seeing a small spike in the
following two years.
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Figure 4: Yearly crash rates per 1,000,000 population by injury severity classification in
Brisbane CBD (left) and Melbourne CBD (right)
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5 Discussion
The speed limit of city streets was reduced to 40km/h within the CBDs of Melbourne
and Brisbane with an aim of reducing both the likelihood and severity of bicycle
collisions. Determining whether the objectives were achieved proved to be difficult due
to the low occurrence rate of cycling crashes both at baseline and follow-up, and also
due to the difficulty of sourcing proper exposure information. Nonetheless, some
observations regarding the effectiveness of this measure were made. Based on the
total rate of bicycle crashes, it appears to have had a greater impact of the policy in
Melbourne than Brisbane. While the data analysed in this study was not sufficient to
further investigate the potential reasons for greater effects in Melbourne than in
Brisbane, it can be speculated that the time of introducing the policies could have an
influence. Melbourne introduced the policy in 2012 (3 years after Brisbane) and it has
seen a significant increase in population size in the recent years (making the crash
rate lower per capita), whereas the cycling participation rate has dropped slightly in
the recent years (Austroads, 2017). Taken all together, the crash rate has dropped
due to sudden increase in population and decline in cyclist numbers. Further research
is needed to explore the interrelationships between population, cycling participation,
and safety outcomes.
With regard to the severity of crashes, the change to a 40km/h speed limit was
associated with an overall reduction in more serious crashes. This was observed in
both cities as the percentage of minor injuries grew relative to that of hospitalizations.
Additionally, since implementation of the policy, no fatalities have been recorded in
either city. These findings align with those found within existing literature which has
identified that lower speed limits result in less severe crashes (Kim et al., 2007). From
an analysis of cycling crashes in London, Aldred et al. (2018) found 21% reductions in
the odds of injury on roads with 20mph (32 km/h) speed limits than roads with 30mph
(48 km/h) speed limits.
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Several challenges were faced in the evaluation of the studied policy. First, a lack of
representative cycling exposure data was the key challenge in evaluating the safety
impacts of the policies. Population size was used as an alternative measure of
exposure to express the crash rates per unit population size. Due to this simplification
of the exposure data, the findings from this research should be considered as
indicative and interpreted with caution. Further research should target using more
appropriate measures of exposure. Data sources other than the cycling participation
survey could be considered as potential exposure information. Examples of potential
data sources include the ABS’s journey to work data and cyclist counts on
representative corridors or at cordon boundaries. Future research should target
examining the usefulness of these and other data sources as potential exposure
information in evaluating the effects of the speed limit reduction policy.
Second, due to small timeframe in the periods after implementation of the policies and
absence of appropriate exposure data, it was not possible to test the statistical
reliability of the results observed. While this challenge is relevant for many crash types
which are random in occurrence leading to low counts per observation area of time
period, an alternative approach of evaluation might involve the use of proactive safety
evaluation techniques, such as using traffic conflicts or near-misses as a surrogate of
the crashes. It is, however, noted that any application of the proactive techniques
require careful planning and data collection before the policies are introduced. Given
that the policies were implemented in the past, applying the proactive techniques is
likely to be difficult in the absence of any data collected before the implementation of
the policies.
Third, in addition to the inability of testing statistical significance, the results presented
in this paper is subjected to the common under-reporting issues related to cycling
crashes. Cycling crashes, primarily the single bicycle crashes, are often underreported in the police-reported crash database. However, it is expected that the rate
of under-reporting remained constant prior to and following the implementation of the
policy which suggests that the results as reported in this study are defensible.
Moreover, the extent of under-reporting is lower for higher severity crashes than the
lower severity crashes – this suggests that the safety outcomes of the policies reported
here are not subject to high under-reporting bias because the policy effects were found
to be more pronounced on more serious crashes. However, the varying rates of underreporting could be a key concern in studies relying on crash data, including the current
study.
While this study presents an overview of the safety effects of the speed limit reduction
policy, it is acknowledged that the observed effects on crash rates may not entirely be
the effect of the studied policy. However, other cycling and general road safety policies
(e.g., introduction of minimum passing distance rule, education campaigns) or general
road infrastructure and control system improvements might have contributed to the
observed crash rates. While further research is needed to isolate the effects of the
policies running concurrently, the results of the current study should be carefully
interpreted by keeping the above mentioned limitations in mind.

6 Conclusions
This paper presents bicycle safety evaluation of speed limit reduction policy in
Melbourne and Brisbane CBD. Results obtained through an analysis of police-reported
9
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crash data indicated that the reduced speed limits in CBD had greater effects in
Melbourne than in Brisbane in terms of reducing the rates of cycling crashes. Greater
effects were also observed for more serious crashes (hospitalised) than minor injury
crashes. While this study sheds some light on the overall safety impacts of the studied
policy, limited number of observations and absence of appropriate exposure data
hindered the ability to test statistical significance of the obtained results.
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